Analysis of rotavirus species diversity and evolution including the newly determined full-length genome sequences of rotavirus F and G.
Rotaviruses are a leading cause of viral acute gastroenteritis in humans and animals. Eight different rotavirus species (A-H) have been defined based on antigenicity and nucleotide sequence identities of the VP6 gene. Here, the first complete genome sequences of rotavirus F (strain 03V0568) and G (strain 03V0567) with lengths of 18,341 and 18,186bp, respectively, are described. Both viruses have open reading frames for rotavirus proteins VP1 to VP7 and NSP1 to NSP5 located at the 11 genome segments. Nucleotide sequence identities to other rotaviruses ranged between 29.8% (NSP1 gene) and 61.7% (VP1 gene) for rotavirus F and between 29.3% (NSP1-2 gene) and 65.9% (NSP2 gene) for rotavirus G, thus confirming their classification as separate virus species. Encoded proteins revealed remarkable sequence differences among the rotavirus species. In contrast, the non-coding 5'-terminal sequences of the genome segments are highly conserved among all rotavirus species. Different 3'-terminal consensus sequences are found between rotavirus A/D/F, rotavirus C and rotavirus B/G/H. Phylogenetic analyses indicated a separation of rotaviruses in two major clades consisting of rotavirus A/C/D/F and rotavirus B/G/H. Within these clades, rotavirus F mainly clustered with rotavirus D and rotavirus G with rotavirus B. In addition, differentiation among mammalian and avian rotavirus A strains, host-specific evolution of rotavirus B and C as well as an ancient reassortment event between avian rotavirus A and D are indicated by the phylogenetic data. These results underline the high diversity of rotaviruses as a result of a complex evolutionary history.